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The revolution begins within, and this is a step-by-step guide to setting your personal

metamorphosis in motion, effective immediately. Lujan Matus reveals here, in clear and accessible

language, how to recover your authentic self, using the simplest yet most profoundly useful

techniques you could ever apply. Complex processes of socialization distance us from our original

essence very early on in our formation. Our socio-cultural inheritance weighs heavily on our

intangible self and is reflected in an erosion of trust in our intuitive knowing and a consequent

inability to see and do what is truly necessary. This dilemma of conditioning, no matter where we

are from and however aware we become of its intricacies, cannot be addressed by merely thinking

about it. A complete turnaround is required. Restoring our natural state of inner silence, that elusive

axis of enlightenment, is our golden key to personal and collective freedom, and providing a precise

and practical way to do that is exactly what this book achieves. Your journey through the Eight

Gates of Dreaming Awake will open the door for your primal essence to return to your present

moment continuum. This audiobook delivers ancient shamanic wisdom and quantic insights that

allow precious points of arrival to be sustained within the power of one's omnipresence. The

techniques in this book can be successfully applied to any ideology, religion, or philosophy.
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Very well written! Clear, useful techniques for quieting and even stopping our internal chatter that

grounds us to our social milieu. I have many years of experience quieting my chatter and relaxing

my energies, But Lujan, with this book, helped me "kick it up a notch".



Interesting reading.

excellent book

This book may be one of the most important books ever written which addresses human

awareness, our most precious thing as human beings.Lujan introduces us to elements of

socialization that we have integrated that has swayed us from ourselves and who we truly are. The

way which we have been conditioned since childhood has made us so lost and this has in turn

created the human mind which talks to itself all the time. The one reading this might ask, what is the

problem of talking to ourselves?To really understand that question you have to experience being of

no mind and to stop the constant internal dialogue. Then you will feel and be what you could never

dreamed of, experiencing this world as something very different to what was previously

experienced.So how can we find this silence of the mind? How can we remember something which

we have forgotten?This is where this amazing book gives us techniques and understanding so we

can find what has been forgotten.The first clue is how we use our eyes and ears, which Lujan calls

the first gate. We have been trained to use the eyes externally to look for something outside of

ourselves and this creates and upholds judging behaviors and other distractions that creates

endless thinking of the mind.The ears are also being used in this society primarily to listen to your

thoughts, which is the accepted norm. This is a big distraction. We should use our ears to listen for

what's outside of us delivering to us insights and feelings in a mysterious way, which in turn makes

us open to the world around us, which you will understand is very important.I will not give more

direct clues about the book, but personally I enjoyed the whole book and using the techniques

works very well to achieve silence and this happens quickly.To reach the more deep and long

lasting silence is an ongoing task for me, because slipping into old habits is very easy and there are

many challenges that come along the way that actually are teachings to undo the doings so as to

naturally arrive in the state where we originally reside. By applying and studying Lujan's teaching I

truly believe that it's possible to reach this state. I have reclaimed a type of faith I did not have

before.I was often excited while reading the book that I felt the need to get to the next section, but at

the same time I had to pay close attention to what I was reading because I did not want to miss

anything. What a great way of reading a book!There is also poetry in this book, which I very much

like. Some of them delivered me to unexpected feelings. They gave me truth and wonderment as a

reader.I truly recommend this book to everyone wanting to find real truth and meaning to their lives.



I believe this book is so important because it has the potential to change the course of our lives to

the better.There's probably no other book I would recommend more to someone on the matter of

personal/spiritual development.Thank you Lujan Matus.

This book is a life changing book

It is not difficult to feel that this book is coming from a man truly in touch with source-point power.

Lujan Matus' eloquent style is unique and always powerful. Lujan's ability to guide one through the

difficulties of reaching one's true potential is a clear indication that he speaks from direct

experience. "Whisperings of the Dragon" gives us all the tools we need to see where humanity was

taken off course and how to return ourselves to the evolution we were meant to experience. A clear

heart is what is needed to reach a state of internal silence, and Lujan Matus knows how to get one

there. This is the kind of book that should be on all bookshelves. You'll read it more than once!

You must look at what you can't see and listen to what you've never heard and feel what you can't

touch as well as, know and not-do. That's the "code" that is within this book. It's a hard read for

sure!I recommend that you read the Carlos Casteneda books and the Eckhart Tolle books and then

come back to this one. It'll be perfectly clear then and the message in this book will rock your world!

It's like reading a college level book on spirituality; you just can't pick this book up and have it be

your first experience. But when you're ready for it....wow!!

The intangible has many names: Tao, Spirit, Eternity, Ether, The Source. It is that which cannot be

touched yet touches everything, beckoning constantly to us through gestures so subtle that they can

only be experienced to be known.Humanity's predicament has many names, too. This is a crucial

time, where the weight of our actions has accumulated to the point where our environment, our

heart and biofield, and our Earth ache for transformation. Something has to change, and there is no

help to come but the power we can summon from within.Within the Whisperings of The Dragon, The

Nagual Lujan elucidates with absolute clarity the true nature of our predicament that is both

personal yet evident in all that surrounds us. At the same time he shows the practice required to

return to the silence and so access our primal power. This primal power is our only true power that

can allow a communion with the intangible, and so enable the personal and global journey of

transformation beyond this attention.Through this book, the Nagual Lujan opens a doorway. It is up

to each of us to step in and summon the courage and attention needed to transform what confronts



us, and so begin to hear the Whisperings of The Dragon.I am both humbled and deeply grateful that

this book is finally here. Thank you, Nagual.
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